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At Bottisham Village College, we are striving to create a five-year curriculum plan that builds effective revision
strategies into homework and lessons, to ensure that students are able to place powerful knowledge into
their long-term memories. Additionally, we hope that this will help build effective learning strategies from
early in their time here at the college.
Based on evidence, we know that regular recall activities are the best way of achieving this goal and
committing powerful knowledge into the students’ memories.
At the start of each term, we shall publish all the knowledge organisers that students will require for their
studies in each curriculum area. These will cover a range of aspects: facts, dates, characters, quotes, precise
definitions and important vocabulary. We are clear: if this fundamental knowledge is secured, students can
then develop their higher-level skills of analysis and critical understanding with greater depth.
They will be given an electronic A4 Knowledge Organiser (KO) booklet for each term containing all of the
knowledge required. In lessons, Bottisham staff will be regularly testing this fundamental knowledge, using
short-quizzes or even more formal “Faculty Knowledge Tests”.
The best way to use these organisers at home, is to follow a simple mantra:
1. Look at a certain aspects of a particular knowledge organiser
2. Cover up part of their knowledge organiser
3. Write it out from memory
4. Check and correct any spelling mistakes,
missing bits or mistakes
So simple but so effective.
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You could read the whole text through at the start of the assessment. However, spend no longer than 10 minutes doing this. OR…
The question will specify which section of a text to focus on. Re-read this section at least 2 times then answer the question and move on.

ENGLISH LANGUAGE

QUESTION 1 - Retrieval
4 marks = 5 minutes

QUESTION 4 - evaluate viewpoint






Read the question carefully.
Re-read the section of the source— make sure you only
pick answers from this section.
Do not over think this! Lift direct evidence from the
text.
Write in full sentence.
Write in

QUESTION 3 - structural
analysis

QUESTION 2 - language for effect
8 marks = 10/15 minutes









Straight forward language analysis question
Re-read the specified section of the source.
Pick out key quotes—highlight as you go!
PEAR paragraphs are needed
You must analyse the effect on the reader.
You need to pick out around 4 key points.
Zoom in on specific words and unpick in
detail.
Write A LOT about a LITTLE.

20 marks = 20/25 minutes




8 marks = 15 minutes







Note beside each paragraph to
sum up content (you can do this
as you answer q.1/2. Do you
notice anything?
Look at the beginning and
ending—is there a link/
contrast?
Are there changes or shifts?
Focus? Tense?
In your answer, make sure you
talk about the whole text—try
to link ideas from throughout
the passage.





Think of the statement /quote as a
question e.g how does the writer… then
look for evidence/devices used in the
text.
Use PEAR to help you structure your
answer:
POINT—do you agree/disagree?
EVIDENCE—focused proof/technique
used
ANALYSIS—effect created on the
reader—how?
RELATE—link back to the statement/your
viewpoint/the writer’s intention at this
point in the text.
***
This is very similar to question 2, but you
are building your own critical viewpoint
based on the statement provided.
Don’t forget to analyse how effects are
created in the text to show why you
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40 marks = 45 minutes
Content = 24 marks

ENGLISH LANGUAGE

TOP TIPS

QUESTION 5 - Descriptive Writing












Actively read the extract—highlight
and annotate as you go!



Watch the clock —make sure you
answer all questions and move on
You may well be able to go back at
the end.



Maybe answer question 5 first as it’s
worth the most amount of marks.



Answer Section A: 1, 3, 2, 4—that way
you have answer the familiar language
analysis question before you get to
comparing both texts

SPaG = 16 marks

There will be a choice from 2 tasks.
These will be a descriptive or narrative piece of writing.
You may be given an image
Vary sentence structures—start with adverbs/adjectives.
Use short, one word sentences.
Use one word/sentence paragraphs
Use a range of punctuation: colons, semi-colons,.
Make an IMPACT at the beginning and end - what is the first
and last thing that you say? Can you link the beginning and
ending?

Key Information
Time: 1hour 45 minutes
Marks: 80 total
Section A = 40 marks
Section B = 40 marks.

You are advised to spend 1 hour on
the reading and 45 minutes on the
writing.
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You could read the whole text through at the start of the assessment. However, spend no longer than 10 minutes doing this. OR…
The question will specify which section of a text to focus on. Re-read this section at least 2 times then answer the question and move on.

QUESTION 4 - Compare how two writers
present their ideas

ENGLISH LANGUAGE

QUESTION 1 - True or false
4 marks = 5 minutes

16 marks = 18/20minutes














Read the question carefully.
Re-read the section of the source 1 carefully— make
sure you only pick answers from this section.
Select only four answers
Follow instructions given

QUESTION 2 - summarising the
differences between BOTH texts

QUESTION - language for effect

8 marks = 10/12 minutes

Always source 2 19th Century

Straight forward comparative
summary of BOTH sources.
Identify the focus in the question—
what difference are you looking for?
Re-read each source and pick out 3/4
quotes —highlight as you go and
annotate the text.
Point, Quote, Infer paragraphs are
needed
You must make a statement about
sources 1 and then source 2—repeat
3/4 times.
NO NEED TO ANALYSE LANGUAGE




12 marks = 10/15 minutes










Straight forward language analysis question
Re-read the source.
Pick out key quotes—highlight
as you go!
PEAR paragraphs are needed
You must analyse the effect on
the reader.
You need to pick out around 4
key points.
Zoom in on specific words and
unpick in detail.
Write A LOT about a LITTLE.







Remember you have the whole of both sources to
use BUT you do not have to cover everything.
Use PEAR to help you structure your answer:
POINT—what is the person thinking and
feeling?
EVIDENCE—focused proof/technique used
ANALYSIS—effect created on the reader—
how?
REPEAT FOR SECOND TEXT USING
CONNECTIVES
In a different way, in contrast to, similarly,
however
***
This question is about understanding how the
writer is thinking or feeling about a situation —
getting inside their heads.
You then MUST analyse how the writers use
language/techniques to show what they are
thinking and feeling—the effect on the reader!
This is a very similar question to q. 2, but you are
writing about how the writer shows the reader
their thoughts and feelings.

REVISION
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QUESTION 5—Point of View Writing

Content = 24 marks

ENGLISH LANGUAGE

TOP TIPS

40 marks = 45 minutes











SPaG = 16 marks

These will be a statement as a way into the question
Make sure you look at the PAF and use DAFOREST
Write in the correct form—letter, article, speech.
Give reasons why you agree or disagree
Vary sentence structures—start with adverbs/adjectives.
Use short, one word sentences.
Use one word/sentence paragraphs.
Use a range of punctuation: colons, semi-colons.
Make an IMPACT at the beginning and end - what is the first
and last thing that you say? Can you link the beginning and
ending?

Key Information
Time: 1hour 45
minutes
Marks: 80 total
Section A = 40 marks



Actively read the extract—highlight
and annotate as you go!



Watch the clock —make sure you
answer all questions and move on
You may well be able to go back at
the end.



Maybe answer question 5 first as it’s
worth the most amount of marks.



Answer Section A: 1, 3, 2, 4—that way
you have answer the familiar language
analysis question before you get to
comparing both texts

You are advised to spend 1 hour on
the reading and 45 minutes on the
writing.
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KEY TERMINOLOGY
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